
The evidence is clear. 
In Ontario,  

• electricity costs 27 cents /kwhr, the gov’t. borrowed money to rebate from 36 cents 
• Electricity bills are $600 to $900 a month 
• Ontario adds on a 70% surcharge to electric use, the global adjustment fee 
• The $1 B program for Smart meters now costs $2 B, they don’t work, major benefits are unrealized, 

the program is incomplete and limiters installed on meters won’t allow a microwave to operate 
• Another says, Electricity takes half a month’s pay 
• HydroOne left one family of 6 without power for 6 months 
• Another family says they fear HydroOne, afraid to talk on camera; The father brings water home from 

work so his family can cook, drink, bathe 
• Another said their basement flooded since the electricity was shut to the sump pump; mold has grown 

6 ft high on the basement walls, it stinks terrible; insurance won’t pay since the house has no 
electricity 

• Mothers say they must cook dinner outside on the barbeque during blizzards 

In South Australia, when the wind turbine system is stressed,  
• Rates shoot to the moon, with costs to $13.44/kwhr 
• During winter or summer, the wind generation, now 40% of capacity cannot keep pace with demand 
• So what do they do, shut the Holden GM car factory in Adelaide with loss of 14,000 jobs, to stabilize 

the elec. grid 
 

In Germany,  
• The combination of highest rates in the world at 44 cents/kwhr, and subsidies to renewables that are now 

unaffordable, the Energy Minister says we can do no more, as Germany ins on verge of de-industrialization 

In Spain, 
• For each renewable job created that cost $753,778 per job caused the loss of 2.2 jobs elsewhere in the 

economy; each green megawatt caused the loss of 5.39 jobs elsewhere in the economy 

In Washington, 
• HydroOne’s practices coming from Ontario will bring disconnects to low-income to middle-income 

wage earners; the result will be more people in hospitals seeking aid, more people on social services 
who have no source of income, no livable homes 

• Gov. Inslee’s carbon tax will make many  goods unaffordable; the carbon tax at $50 per tonne will add 
$1,987 to the yearly gasoline bill; will have more severe impact on low income and high risk residents; 

• Does the Gov. know that 70% of the carbon tax is taxing AIR, not fuel? 
• Gov. Inslee’s cap and trade will add $20,000 to costs of households, for fuel, heating, for all number of 

goods and services says a US Gov’t Senate Minority Report 
• The combination will certainly bring death to many, according to EPA’s own benchmarks 
• What benefit accrues to reduce the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere? Is there any proof to the 

benefit? Is there any proof to the risk of CO2? 
• Does the Gov. know that 98% of CO2 comes from natural sources and that CO2 has no effect on 

climate rendering his actions against CO2 irrelevant?  
• Does he know this? 

 



Draw attention to wind turbine data 
 
Draw attention to Catastrophe coming to NY, CA and RPS 

 
 
 
 


